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Here’s a miniature example of a Bayesian hypothesis test within the Goldwater et al.
(2006) model between two segmentations of a small corpus differing only in the presence/absence
of one word boundary. The corpus is the single utterance

.badiba.

where . indicates a word boundary, but the only knowns are the presence of word boundaries
at the onset and end of the utterance. Our model parameters are:

Model parameters
pC# probability that the corpus ends after the current word
pW# probability that the word ends after the current phoneme
α concentration parameter determining tendency for new words to appear
V size of the phonemic inventory (with uniform distribution over phonemes)

We’ll compare the relative probability of two segmentation/lexicon entries, .ba.di.ba.
with a two-entry lexicon (ba, di); versus .ba.diba. with a two-entry lexicon (ba, diba).
We use Bayes’ Rule to compute the posterior probability:

P (.ba.di.ba.|.ba.di.ba or .ba.diba.) =
P (.ba.di.ba or .ba.diba.|.ba.di.ba.)P (.ba.di.ba.)

P (.ba.di.ba) + P (.ba.diba.)

The first term in the numerator of the right-hand side is 1 because reading off unsegmented
forms from a word sequence is deterministic. So all we need is to compute

P (.ba.di.ba.)

P (.ba.di.ba) + P (.ba.diba.)

and it can be thought of as a Bayesian hypothesis test between two hypotheses, H1 =
.ba.di.ba. and H2 = .ba.diba.. An alternative way of computing this posterior is to compute
the Bayes Factor
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P (.ba.di.ba)

P (.ba.diba.)

and use the fact that if x
y

= z, then x
x+y

= z
z+1

. We compute the Bayes factor below:

Segmentation Lexicon/Counts Probability

H1: .ba.di.ba.
ba 2
di 1

corpus size︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − pC#)3pC#

word type distribution︷ ︸︸ ︷
α

α

α

1 + α

1

2 + α

lexical entries︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − pW#)4p2

W#

1

V 4

H2: .ba.diba.
ba 1
diba 1

corpus size︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − pC#)2pC#

word type distribution︷ ︸︸ ︷
α

α

α

1 + α

lexical entries︷ ︸︸ ︷
(1 − pW#)6p2

W#

1

V 6

We can then take the ratio of these probabilities to get the Bayes Factor:

P(H1|.badiba.)
P(H2|.badiba.)

=
V 2(1 − pC#)

(2 + α)(1 − pW#)2

What is especially nice about this formulation is that we can directly inspect the contri-
bution of each parameter to the relative preference for the two word segmentation/lexicon
combinations. We see that larger pC# favors H2 over H1, because utterance length should
tend to be shorter. Larger pW# favors H1 over H2, because word lengths should tend to
be shorter. Larger α favors H2 over H1, because words should tend not to repeat. Finally,
larger V favors H1 over H2, since any long word is inherently less probable than any short
word, and this improbability gets magnified as the size of phonological space grows.

Exercise: There is another possible structural representation for the .ba.di.ba. seg-
mentation, one in which there are two different entries for ba in the lexicon. Compute the
Bayes Factor the .ba.di.ba. segmentation versus the .ba.diba. segmentation, marginal-
izing over the representation of the lexicon. It is this Bayes Factor that corresponds to a
single Gibbs sampling step in the inference algorithm used by Goldwater et al. (2006).
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